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Greek life
A look inside fraternities --are they ’character builders’?
About 500 SJSU students belong to social t,oternities
and sororities on campus This article, the first in a two-part
series discusses fraternity life
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Active Sigma Chi brother Brad Baron and alumnus Mark Welch observe SJSU student Mike Colpitts
taking part in Games Night, which is put on by Sigma Chi and its little sisters.

By Mark Rosenberg
I jaywalked across 10th Street toward the house
with the sparkling white cross cemented into its lawn.
As I approached the walkway, the door opened and
a clean-cut blond man emerged from the house. He
sparkled almost as radiantly as the white cross.
"Hello," he announced, firmly gripping my hand
and looking me squarely in the eyes.
"I’m the president of our Sigma Chi chapter. You
must be the reporter from the Spartan Daily."
We talked briefly. Then he escorted me into the
house where I would be living for the next week.
The next several hours were spent touring the
house and meeting the 19 fraternity brothers who lived
there. By the time dinner was served my hand ached
from all the introductions.
Before the meal a short prayer was said. Then I
was seated at the head of the table and given the most
heaping plate of roast beef and zucchini in the house.
I hadn’t been treated this well since I used to attend coaches’ meetings when I was a little league
umpire.
As late and looked at all the clean faces smiling at
me, doubts began to enter my mind. Was Ito spend this
week observing a group performance intended to
impress the guy from the Spartan Daily?
But that night my doubts were quashed.

After dinner, a pledge meeting was held and I was
not allowed to attend.
Pledges are tentative fraternity brothers who
associate with Sigma Chi for eight weeks prior to their
initiation as active members. Some pledges live in the
house, some don’t.
During the meeting, pledges and active inembei
discussed the high moral values and deep sense of
honor Sigma Chi brothers are expected to possess.
Then they participated in one of the many preinitiation activities that take place during the eightweek pledge period.
The 10 pledges were blindfolded, driven to an
unknown part of the city and left there. Each of them
was given one penny and nothing else. With these
pennies they could get a dime to make a phone call and
thereby find a ride back.
"Activities like this probably seem dumb to the
outside observer," said rush chairman Doug Yoder, as
he filled his pipe and lit it up.
"It’s like people watching a football game and
thinking it’s dumb. They are unaware of the work and
comaraderie involved in these kinds of group efforts.
They build character."
Activities like the blindfold test are Sigma Chi
rituals and are intended to be secret. The actual
initiation ceremony is much more solemn. Yoder
would not divulge what it is, but said it’s similar to a
baptism.
(Continued on back page)
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Criticism labeled ’hate campaign’

Eight trustees back Bunzel
By David Koenig
Resolutions critical of SJSU
President John Bunzel have not
fazed the California State University
and Colleges Board of Trustees.
The AS. Council unanimously
called for Bunzel’s resignation,
three City Council members have
said he should resign if he can’t
solve the parking problem and the
Academic Senate has attacked
many administration policies and
called for a review of Bunzel.

validity of criticizing Bunzel for
failing to solve SJSU’s parking woes.
Parking, they say, is a system -wide
headache.
"If you fault John Bunzel for not
enough parking, you’re going after
the wrong person," said Frank
Adams, vice chairman of the board.
"He doesn’t have enough money,
and he doesn’t control it ( sources of
funding)."

But the only group legally
empowered to remove Bunzel is the
CSUC trustees.

Trustee Robert Hornby, former
chairman of the board of two major
Southern California utilities, blamed
high emotions and biased press
coverage for Bunzel’s problems.

The board of trustees takes its
cue on such issues from Chancellor
Glenn Dumke, but thus far the 18
appointed members have received
only very sketchy details of Bunzel’s
predicament from Dumke’s office.

"I certainly would not judge any
of our presidents, on whom we must
rely to carry our ( board’s )
policy...on hearsay, on flared
tempers, or something filling up
blank space."

And from what limited information they have now, the eight
trustees who were available for
comment voiced support for Bunzel
Board members questioned the

The board, Hornby said, "is not
a town hall for emotional catharsis."
Wendell Witter, former board
chairman whose family owns Dean

Witter and Co. investment bankers,
was acrid in his assessment of the
situation at SJSU.
"It sounds to me just like some
militant students on the march."
Two trustees, however, have
followed the course of events at
SJSU more closely than the others.
Roy Brophy, chairman of the
board, said the situation here is
unusual, "because of the things the
students have done," referring to
the A.S. Council’s unanimous call for
Bunzel’s resignation for inability to
solve the parking problem.
Brophy said he has received "a
lot of mad" concerning Bunzel, all of
it negative. However, he warned
that such one-sided mail from
constituents is "not uncommon,"
because there is no organized group
supporting Bunzel.
"The accusations that have been
made against John Bunzel are so
general in nature," he said, "They
seem more like a hate campaign

than a list of facts."
Mrs. Stewart Ritchie lives in
Menlo Park, receives several
student newspapers and has also
talked with Bunzel recently.
She "informally" discussed the
SJSU situation with Bunzel, but
mostly talked about the thenupcoming SJSU-Stanford footbal
game. She refused to comment on
what she and Bunzel said about his
job.
"There are certain campuses
which tend to have criticism of the
president more often than others,"
Ritchie said. "San Jose has been one
of those campuses with an interest in
finding problems."
She said such patterns of
criticism reflect high student and
faculty interest in campus affairs.
Richie received a copy of the
student council reslution, but
remains unconvinced. "I’m in
support of President Bunzel."
(Continued on back page)

Campus boxes
to call police
Emergency call boxes with
direct lines to the university
dispatch office will go into service
shortly tying every floor of the oncampus parking garages to campus
security.

The third arrest by San Jose
police decoy teams in the last two
and one-half weeks occurred
Saturday morning after a female
officer was grabbed and threatened
with a straight-edged razor at Fifth
and St. John streets.
Sgt. Earl McClure of the sex
crimes investigation unit said the
officer, whom he did not identify,
was walking on St. John Street at
about 2 a.m, as part of the decoy
teams set up in reaction to the recent
increase of rape and attempted rape
in the campus area.
He said that a man with a razor
followed her for several blocks and
"took a couple of swipes at her" with
the weapon before pulling her into a
driveway at 510 St. John St., where

One in front of the Health
Building, adjacent to the emergency
entrance;
One in front of the staff
cafeteria on Seventh Street;
One between the Journalism
Building and the Faculty Offices;
One between the Speech and
Drama Building and the Library
Central entrance;

Marilyn Odello

SJSU bike service
aids crippled cycles

Shop manager Ellie Gioumousis repairs the rim
of a bike at the SJSU repair shop, -El Vela-.
located on the second floor of the student union.
The shop is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and provides repair services to
oil SJSU -wounded wheels."

Rodney Herbert Herb, 175 N.
Eighth St., apt. 2A, was charged
with assault with a deadly weapon
and suspicion of attempted rape. He
was taken to county jail.
He is the third person to be
arrested by the decoy teams. The
first occurred on Nov. 10 when a
woman officer shot a would-be attacker in the chest at 13th and Santa
Clara streets. The next arrest was
Nov. 12 at the same location.

birthday today:
200 years old

From the small groups of adobe
huts and later the large land grants,
emerged the 30th largest city in
terms of growth. Quite an accomplishment for a spot selected as
a farm for a mission.

There are 22 phones in all being
installed on campus. Their locations
are:

he tried to force her to have oral sex
with him.
As she struggled and began to
pull out her gun, the male police
officers who had been following
jumped the man and subdued him
after a "brief chase."

Si has its

On that day, Nov. 29 exactly
200 years ago Lieutenant Jose de
Moraga and his party picked a spot
on the banks of the Guadalupe River
which became San Jose.

Although a few are now
operative, University Police Sgt.
Larry James said "It will be a bit
longer" before all units are active.

Finally, there are six phones
In the 10th Street garage, with one on
each level of the on -off ramp loop.

Third arrest made
by Si decoy team

By Steve Dulas
On an autumn day in 1777, a
party of 15 men set out from the
Mission de Santa Clara to find a
suitable site for raising food for the
mission community.

being installed

Twelve phones in the Seventh
Street parking garage, with one for
each floor on the west and east ends,
and one phone on either end of the
two top floor levels;
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Soon, the move to get land in
Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe, as
it was known, was on.
Moraga was named to head the
distribution of land in the area, all of
it done with a plan.
The head of each household
received a grant of land for his
family, along with some livestock in
the form of a loan. The stipulation on
this land was that it could not be split
up or sold, but passed on to the
members of the family.
It wasn’t long until the area
began to grow, past the boundaries
which Moraga had established.
Residents complained there was not
enough land in the original area,
that they wanted more.
To make matters worse, the
markers which Moraga laid out had
been washed away, so the dispute
raged.
Originally, the area had been

established for agricultural land for
the missions. Before this time,
though, the land had been occupied
by the Ohlone Indians, a peaceful
farming tribe.
When the Spanish settled, they
decided to take the Ohlones under
their wing and convert the savage
heathens to Christianity.
As the Ohlones were being
"whitened," they were put to work
in the fields, not only to earn their
keep but to learn the work ethic.
Unfortunately, the God of the
Spanish was not the only thing
brought to the Ohlones. The white
men introduced diseases to the
Indians to which they had no natural
immunities, such as small pox,
measles and tuberculosis. As a
result of this wave of diseases,
epidemics swept the Indian tribes
and they were wiped out.
More and more American
settlers moved into the area, and
they brought their politics with
them. After the war with Mexico, the
first United States flag was hoisted
in San Jose in 1846 at what is now the
corner of Market and Post streets
(Continued on back page)

WEATHER
Continued fair except for low
morning fog, clearing by noon. Lows
near 50, highs near 70, with winds
from the northwest at 15 mph.
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ABC-TV and SJSU football
Television means $$$
By Gary Petersoo
Ninety thousand bucks is a lot of
green.
That’s about how much money
the SJSU Athletic Department
figures to rake in for the privilege of
having their football team shown on
West Coast regional television by
ABC against San Diego State, Dec. 3.
The game was originally
scheduled for Nov. 26, but was
moved to accommodate the network, a change that some people
have found upsetting.
"If ABC wants to put us on
television," they say, "let them
show us the game Nov. 26. They
have no right to change the date of
the game."
I’ll concede it would be nice if
the game could be televised and
played on the original date, but in
this case, I don’t believe moving the
game back one week is all that
horrible considering what SJSU will
gain in the long run.

First of all, the Athletic
Department obviously doesn’t mind
the date change Athletic Director
Bob Murphy worked long and hard
to bring ABC television coverage to
San Jose.

Letter Policy

The extra revenue is especially
important when you consider
revenue lost this year because of
declining attendance at both soccer
and football games.

The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters should be submitted at
The Daily office i JC 2081 between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail
to The Forum Page, care of the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA 95114.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing and telephone number.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
Letters should be typed, doublespaced and self-edited. Because of
the limited time available to re-type
handwritten letters, typed letters
are preferred. Best read letters are
250 words or less.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style or libel.
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What’s important in their eyes is
the money ABC will bring to SJSU.
The $90,000 won’t benefit just the
football team.
SJSU track,
basketball, baseball, swimming and
all women’s sports will benefit from
the money as well.
Gary Peterson is o
Spartan Doily staff writer

The SJSU water polo team was a
national power in the late ’60s and
early ’70s, but was almost dropped
from the school’s athletic program a
couple years ago because of lack of
funds. The $90,000 may save
programs like these as well as
upgrading others.

Secondly, the players and
coaches would rather play on
television than on Nov. 26. They
realize what beating San Diego State
on television two years ago did to
publicize SJSU football.
Seniors like linebacker Randy
Gill, cornerback Gerald Small and
guard John Blake can use the
television exposure to enhance their
chances of playing professional
football.
If nothing else the game will be
the highlight of the season for the 4-6
Spartans who have had relatively
little to cheer about in 1977.

The quality of play in the game
itself will be better because of the
delay, not worse. The players are
gaining an extra week of practice,
an extra week to let injuries heal and
were able to spend all of
Thanksgiving vacation with their
families.
I’ll admit the change in playing
dates comes on rather short notice.
Some previous plans will have to be
changed, some scratched completely, and a few people won’t be
able to attend the game at all
because of the change.
I find it disgusting what CBS
does to the carefully pre-arranged
schedules of the National Basketball
Association, and I question the intelligence if playing World Series
games on cold, New York October
nights for the television audience’s
benefit.
I also don’t think championship
or crucial regular-season games
should be tampered with just for
television. But none of this applies in
this case. The two teams have
agreed to the change and neither is
going for the national championship.
I realize some fans will be inconvenienced. I had two friends
driving up from San Diego to go to
the game, not to mention eight
relatives who were corning to watch
me perform in the press box, some
of whom can’t make it now.
Speaking of the press box, by the
time ABC sets up its equipment, I’m
liable to end up reporting the game
from the stands, go it’s not like I
won’t be affected. I just happen to
think the television coverage is more
important.
Spartan head Coach Lynn Stiles
said the only negative impact he can
see in the delay is that it prolongs the
end of the season one week.
Put that up against $90,000 and
see which you think is more important.

TV: hurt not help
By Steve Dulas
Once again, the long arm of
television sports has reached out,
this time picking up SJSU and San
Diego State by the collective scruff
of the neck.
What the almighty ABC-TV has
done ws to have the Spartans-Aztecs
game changed from the original
scheduled date of Nov. 26 to Dec. 3,
the next weekend, so the game could
be televised.
This is another example of
television’s growing power over
sports, with college football being hit
with some drastic examples.
In one case, ABC wanted to
televise a game between Notre
Dame and the University of Pittsburgh, the defendng national
champions, to open the 1977
television season. The only catch
was that Pitt was already scheduled
for that date to play Florida State
University.
Florida State agreed to have the
schedule changed, but on one condition that ABC televise another
game of theirs. They had already
been scheduled for one national
appearance.
This was agreed to, as dollar
signs flashed in everybody’s eyes
Pitt and Notre Dame would share
part of a ludicrous deal for a
nationally televised game, Florida
State would get shares on these
occasions twice in the season and
ABC saw high rating figures
equitable to dollars.
Steve Dubs is the
Spartan Doily

copy

editor

Although SJSU and SDS will not
be mixed up in this type of high
financial arrangement, moving the
game will have an adverse effect.
Not only on the school, but on the
players; the ones who have to go out

and perform for the television
audience.
A two-week layoff may help the
team recuperate a bit, but it might
do more harm than good. The only
thing which hones a team to an edge
is competition. No matter how often
a team practices, there is something
missing. A game is what the players
need after five days of practice, not
a weekend off.
The game is like the carrot tied
to a stick dangling in front of the
mule. It gives the players the incentive, the motive and the desire.
The game is the reward for the
week of hard work. Take this reward
and move it ahead three weeks,
move the carrot to the next mule,
and some of the desire is lost.
One other thing a weekly
schedule does is develop an inner
clock, something automatic in each
player. Usually, with a game a
week, the real tension and need for
release begins to build after the first
two or three days of practice. By
Friday, emotions are reaching a

high point, only to be driven
higher on Saturday.
For all concerned with the tarn
the players, coaches, those involved in the background of ;the
team Saturday is a day of tetal
release, a chance to cleanse the hi:Ay
of all the tensions and emotions built
up during the week.
Take this away, move it one or
two weeks, and the emotion level
hits a roll-off pont, then falls. College
football is an emotional game. Some
of the greatest upsets have come
when one team has raised themselves sky high. Players and teams
become able to accomplish feats
more incredible than what they
would ordinarily do.
The idea of agreeing to have the
game televised is not only for the
money, but to show off the football
talent at SJSU, to show the rest of
the viewing area that the Spartans
are not pushovers. But after a threeweek delay, the team might not be
able to look like the polished unit it is
supposed to be.

Letters
SJSU a prison
Editor:
Contrary to popular belief and
wishful thinking, students have no
Our survival in this
rights.
university is based on how well we
stay on the good side of our teachers
and our innate ability to remain on
the apathetic side of our adminstrators
The recent student sponsored
democratic election proved all too
well just how aware students are of
our complete powerlessness in
dealing with real campus issues.
Events that affect us such as the
quality of our teachers, the
responsibility of our adrninstrators
in ensuring academic freedom and
guaranteeing our rights and safety
are all issues that concern us
directly.
Why have we failed? Are we
really that apathetic? Or have we
come to realize that the university is
a prism? A prism to which we are
confined for at least four years at
which time we get our parole,
provided we have been on good
behavior. The parole includes a
certificate that supposedly tells the
establishment we’re safe and can be
hired at entry level positions!
To further stress my point I
would like to cite the following case:
A very close friend of mine, active in
student politics at SJSU, got hirmelf
into administrative trouble with the
dean of School of Social Work. It
seems that the student advocated
change and fulfillment of the
school’s minority goals and objectives.
a result the student’s
As
financial aide was cut off and his
self-started social service center
serving migrant farmworkers was
closed down by order from the dean.
The student is still alive and has
for the last four months attempted to
obtain his personal file from SJSU
School of Social Work. He has seen
everyone from A-2 and yet, believe
it or not, his file remains locked up,
secured and guarded with such
viligance you’d think it were top
secret (another Watergate’).
Are we then apathetic, unconcerned?
No the simple truth of the

matter is that a student has no
rights.
Enrique Angulo
Unclassified Graduate

Pearl Harbor,
Conrad cartoon
Editor:
This letter is to protest the
cartoon of Ccnrad’s that appeared in
the Spartan Daily, Oct. 17, 1077
entitled "Remember Pearl Harbor."
This cartoon is indicative of the
anti-Asian hatred that has been
around since the first immigration
of Chinese to the gold fields ’of
Sacramento, culminating in the
mass incarceration of 110,000
Japanese Americans in American
style concentration camps and the
Ices of millions of dollars :in
property, livelihood and personal
possessions, not to mention the
untold psychological damage these
"relocation centers" have had on its
inmates.
Yes, do remember Peirl
Harbor. Remember that a snipil
group of bigoted, racist cablirt
members set up the bombing: -of
Pearl Harobr, which outraried
America and convinced the Western
population of United States, that the
Japanese-Americans were spies apd
sabotours sent here by the Japanese
government.
This belief existed despite Ole
Tolan Commission who could find po
instance of sabotage and !Mb
column activity that made tbe
general public and the news media
paranoid of Japanese faces.
Remember
Pearl Harr
because if the bombing never ’Occurred, American society would
have been in the grips of an
economic slump that would hate
been like the 1930’s depression. ’Ibis
war boosted the economy and onkel
the country, torn by strife an a
rising distrust of our President ead
the American political system.
If anything, Conrad, why dall’t
you make a cartoon of war-ten
Vietnam being invaded by McDonald’s Kentucky Fried ChicKen
and other fast food commodities Blot
are going over there to "boost" the
local economy. like Hell!
S. Rose
F.aglish literature Senior
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Last day to be gonged
for talent --or lack of it

Knowledge of
S+M ’help’ to
AJ students
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By Steve Waldron
The small, grinning man held a whip
in his hand as he stood before the blackboard. On the table in front of him was a
large pile of pornographic magazines, a
phial of amyl nitrate (a drug that speeds
up the heartbeat), and an enormous
assortment of leather harnesses, whips,
paddles, "slave collars," and dildos.
The man was Mel Wald, a sado-masochist from San Francisco who claims to
"own" 85 "slaves" and has also assisted
police in several homicide investigations,
including the "trash bag murders," as a
consultant with knowledge in the field of
deviant sexual behavior.
He was addressing administration of
justice Professor Tom McNerney’s Justice
Administration and Law Enforcement
class last week. Besides class members,
the talk drew other listeners for a total of
about 100 persons.
McNerney said he invited Wald to
speak to the future police officers because
his field of knowledge is "directly related
to police work."
Wald told the audience that an understanding of the sado-masochistic
subculture, which he claims numbes
"roughly 10,000 in the Bay Area," is
necessary for officers investigating
crimes that involve sado-masochists.
"If you come off like a rough tough
officer, we’ll treat you like a slave," he
said, "and tell you to go screw yourself."
He added that when a policeman is
questioning a couple who are living
together in a master-slave relationship, he
must "first approach the master before
the slave" because the slave won’t talk
without permission.
Wald, a homosexual, said he has a
"personal slave" named Jeff in addition to
his many "staff slaves."
"If I say ’shut up’ he knows he doesn’t
open his mouth," Wald said.
The bulk of Wald’s presentation was a
display and explanation of a large variety
of equipment used by sado-masochists, to
familiarize the A.J. students with them so
they can effectively investigate crimes
where they are found.
Besides his studded, black leather
whip and paddle, he showed them
numerous harnesses, handcuffs, ropes and
hoists that he uses to restrain his willing
sexual partners.
Besides whipping, some of his activities include attaching clothespins to
various parts of his slaves’ bodies and
dripping hot wax from a burning candle
onto their skin.
Although several persons walked out
of the room in response to Wald’s slide
show, which showed him sodomizing one of
his harnessed slaves, most stayed to hear
the remainder of the talk.
Wald, who said he is the "Crown

the
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The Student Coalition
Against Racism will hold a
"United States Out of South
Africa" rally at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.0
Amphitheater.
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Theater
Arts
Robert
Jenkins and graduate
student Donna Breed.
Proceeds from the
event will go toward
scholarships for outstanding theater arts
students, awards for acting
technical
and
achievements, and for
various other theaterrelated activities.
The Christmas Gong
show starts off with a
dinner at 7 p.m., and is
followed by the contest at
about 8 p.m. For those who
don’t make the cut, dinner
and the show cost $3. For
just the show the cost is $2.
A dance will follow the
festivities. Admission is
free.
"Players"
was
organized in 1947 by then
SJS professor Hugh Gillis.

Beth Gordinier

Knowing about sado-masochism

is

helpful for police, Mel Wald said.
he said. "Now he can’t set foot in half of
San Francisco. If he’s seen in a bar, he’s
told to leave he can’t belong to anyone."
He said that if a master goes too far
and hospitalizes a slave he is tried before
the council and can be "reverted to novice
slave and turned over to his own slaves."
Wald claimed that most sado-masochists are well-to-do people like "doctors,
lawyers and bank officials." He added that
"a fully equipped ’play room’ involves a
cash expenditure of no less than
$20,000."
He said that sado-masochistic
relationships are mental as well as
physical. There are many reasons why
people choose to be slaves, he added.
"Most revolve around something in
early childhood," he said, adding that for
some persons "being the underdog is the
only way he can get it together."
"There are times when they are
treated like dogs," he continued, "but
there are other times when I only want to
have them there, just like another couple.
Love must be part of the trip. If there’s not
love, forget it."
Sado-masochism is "not just sexual,"
he said. "It’s a lifestyle."

Master" of the Ninth District of the
"Federation of Masters," an international
sado-masochistic organization, said that
most sado-masochistic crimes that result
in injury are done by "jerks with no
training who have seen some magazine
and then go try it.
"The bondage scene is the most
dangerous because the person is completely helpless," he explained.
The bearded deviant said that the
Federation of Masters contains 295 mastes
and about 3,000 slaves, including both men
and women. As the "crown" of the Ninth
District, Wald said he controls the area
from San Jose to Alaska.
The group holds slave auctions, has
rules for membership and a Master’s
council whose decisions are enforced by
the "imperial guard."
"They are very well known," said
Wald. "They’re bigger than varsity
football players."
He said that a rule of the federation is
that a master must stop hurting the slave
and let him golf the slave desires it, but a
slave can never strike a master.
"I did have one slave try to retaliate,"

Students and Alumni
(CHAGAS) will hold a
membership
general
meeting at 7 tomorrow
night in the S.U. Pacheco
Room. All Raza graduate
students are invited.
,

The People’s Law
1School will sponsor Women
and the Law Series tonight
at 7:30 in the Women’s
Center at 177 S. 10th St. For
more information cal 2947265.
1
The Sierra Club will
meet at 7:30 tonight in the
S.U. Almaden Room.
Elections for next
semester’s officers will be
held.

with his company for math,
liberal arts and business
majors tomorrow at 2:30
p.m. in B.C. 311.
Business
Chicano
Students Association will
meet tomorrow at 3:30
p.m. in the S.U. Pacheco
Room.
The Christian Science
Organization will meet

today at 3:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room.
The
Pre -Law
Association will meet at 4
p.m. today in the S.U.
Umunhurn Room to discuss
adminority
special
missions and equal rights
for women. The discussion
will include a taped interview with the late
Supreme Court Justice
Thomas Clark.

Om this date In:
19162: Members of the
SJS chapter of the Young
Republicans group trekked
to the publishing site of the
Spartan Daily shortly after
midnight to try to have a
look at a story blasting the
group before it was
published.
1971: Gov. Ronald
Reagan signed into law
legislation which would
grant SJS and other schools
in the California State
Colleges system university
status.
In 1970, SJS Housing
Director Mike Buck was
locked out of his office by
A.S. President Bill Langan
in an effort to have Buck
forced from his job. Then
on Nov. 29, 1971, AS.
President Mike Buck
locked A.S. Attorney
General Stee Burch out of
his office to try and get
Burch to leave his job.

Prof talks on
women, family
Psychology Professor
Lenore Seltzer will speak
on "Women, Career and
Family" at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow
in
Dudley
Moorhead Hall, Room 337.
The speech is sponsored by Psi -Chi, the
psychology
honorary
society.

Books
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MEN

4th

and Son Fernando

Earn Cash

$15 a week to $60 a month
San Jos* Plasma Center
1469 Park Ave., S.J.,_11S-4567

Catch a little summer
this winter. In Hawaii.

PROVIDENCE
9:50

Now’s the time to plan a winter vacation out
where the sun is bright and warm: Hawaii.
Book any combination of days and islands
you want. Go Club Med. Or tan your vacation
away at a beachfront hotel. Or take a Car and
Hotel vacation like this one: 7 nights/8 days at
your choice of fabulous hotels on Maui. From
$109 (per person, double occupancy) not
including airfare and tax. Included is a rental
car with unlimited mileage (gas is extra).

ULYSSES
7 15

ilTWAHCSM21

Or a two Island Camper Holiday, 7 nights/
8 days on Hawaii and Kauai or Maui is $116
(per person, double occupancy) not including
airfare and tax. IITWALIBCA7i
Or a Waikiki Ring, 7 nights/8days on Oahu
from $79 (per person, double occupancy) not
including airfare Plus extras. IITWALLTA2)
Youll fly there on Western
DC-M Spaceship.
It’s our famous Islander Service movies
(nominal charge in Coach). complimentary
Champagne for adults and much more. And you
can leave from any of the three Bay Area airports,
or take a Western thru-jet from Sacramento.
Book now to ensure accommodations. Start by mailing
ponm
the
Samplecou midweek Economy roundtrip airfare from
San Francisco Bay area: $237: from Sacramento: $261.
For two island vacation. add $IS for interisland airfare.

PROJECTS ON
DISPLAY

II

TUESDAY, NOV. 29Th

011111111m.

Tel your Travel Agent yrs’ want one of these exciting
Western Abilmes swallows. Or call us toll -free Or mad his
coupon today
FWESTERN AIRLINES VACATION DEPT.
c/o Craig Kasten Mgr Sales
I287 Geary Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
$ I’d like to know more about catching little summer this
I winter in Hawaii. Please send me the brochures I checked below.
0 Camper Holiday 0 Car and Hotel 0 Waikiki/Fling 0 Club Med
nanse
I
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Gift

Ideas for the Cook

b1.0

Maui icon food

WOMEN BETWEEN 18 & 60

Donate Blood Plasma

294 3800

ANd...TASTY SAMPLES FROM
SUNKT’S RECIPE BOOKS
FROM 11 A.M. TO 1 p.m.
Bar -B -Q Tacos2 350
Tacos 400
Chili Rellano 650
Enchiladas 400
Meat Burrito 650
Tostodos 40a
Quesadilla 454
Burritos 400
Rice or Beans 504
Tamales 400
Combination
Plates 1.65-180

555 S. 2nd St.
z4.998-0829

Tuts-Wid.

A representative from
Pacific Telephone will
speak on job opportunities

be
Ito
Ut
be
Pa

Baskets

Collectibles

AMEIP
ONIE

Campus Ambassadors
Bible Study will study
Isaiah the prophet today at
9:30 and 10:30 a.m, in the
S.U. Monta Ivo Room.

n Fernandoz

Army ROTC 277 2985

Clothing
IHousewareIV. oli with this coupon

is at San Fernando’s

g

you

EARN WHILE
LEARN
PAID MGT TRAINEE
POSITIONS AVAIL.

ANGIE’S ATTIC
Thrift Store

A66bACii

The Place
To Eat

0,1

The club has since used
funds from such events to
sponsor Halloween dances,
strike parties, end-of-theyear banquets, and have
sent a representative to
auditions of TCG-URTA, a
regional theater conference group.
Auditioners have 10
minutes for their act, and
must provide their own
accompaniment. A publicaddress system
is
available for use.
Other activities at the
show will be a raffle and a
visit by a little man in a red
suit.

IIIIMINIMsawmmilmaMmilli.seamunnimen

SPARTAGUIDE

no

Tees

Today is the last day to
audition for the Dec. 12
Christmas Gong Show.
Tryouts are from 4:30 to 6
p.m. in the Studio Theater.
The "Players," a
drama club at SJSU, is
looking for "the worst and
the best in the valley" for
the contest, and the crazier
the better.
It costs 50 cents to try
out for the show, a fundraising event, and anyone
is eligible to enter the
competition.
In the tradition of the
real Gong Show, contestants will be gonged if
the panelists don’t like the
act. But if they finish, they
will be judged on a scale of
one to 10.
Judges are opera
singer Irene Dallis,
Assistant Professor of

:ffiV’Sportan
nook/tom
Si-sri loco Stotts Ureter sity

1114111

Noggin Altilnes
Hiswas,AisaiwilkliesterriuSAirmersoiCarsdaiMexoo

IIII
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SPORTS
Stanford sinks cagers
in overtime squeaker
By Mark Geyer
SJSU’s cagers mixed
brilliant early -season play
with poor foul shooting and
costly turnovers in their
collegiate opener Saturday
night, losing 81-80 to
Stanford in overtime.
A Maples Pavilion
throng of 4,667 went wild as
freshman guard Mark
Pitchford swished a 16-foot
jiimp shot with just six
seconds remaining in the
five-minute overtime to
send the upset-minded
Spartans home empty
handed.
Leading by four and
guard Mike Mendez
shooting in a one-and-one
foul situation with only 44
seconds left, the Spartans
were seemingly assured a
satisfying victory over the
favored Cardinals.
But Mendez’ charity
shot rolled off, the 16th
missed &MU foul shot in 33
tries, and Stanford immediately scored to pull
within two.
The Spartans then
proceeded to turn the ball
over to Stanford for the
19th time in the game
giving the Cards a chance
to tie.
With 13 seconds left,
Ron Lowe was whistled for
fouling Stanford’s Wolfe
Perry giving him a oneand-one. Perry hit the first
one making the score 80-79
but shot his second free
throw high off the back
rim.
A Spartan rebound
here would have iced the
win but no such luck would
bless them. George
Schader pulled it down for
Stanford and passed it out
to Pitchford standing wide
open left of the key who
calmly canned the 16-footer
to win it.

Unbeaten SJSU fencers
rip Stanford, SF State

night, hitting only two of
seven from the floor and
two of five from the line.
Guard Jim Moniz,
coming off the bench to
play 19 minutes, helped out
with 10 points and two
assists. Sylvester Pritchett
added eight points and
three assists during his 20
minute stint as a substitute.
Wally Rank -off night
Spartan captain Tracy
Haynes, the only senior on
the young squad, led the
SJSU attack with 21 points,
hitting eight of 10 from the
floor and grabbing six
rebounds.
Sophomore center Stan
Hill aided in maintaining
the Spartans fine 53 percent field goal clip by
netting eight of 13 shots,
scoring 20 points and
pulling down 15 rebounds.
Offsetting SJSU’s hot
shooting from the floor,
however, was a horrid 49
percent from the charity
stripe. Eight times Spartan
foul shooters missed the
first shot of a one-and-one
penalty situation burning
themselves of an additional
eight free throws.
Spartan head Coach
Ivan Guevara, starting his

By Russell Ingold
The SJSU fencing team
boosted its overall season
record to 11-0 with victories
over Stanford and San
Francisco State prior to the
Thanksgiving holidays.
The
fencers
demolished Stanford 30-6
on Nov. 16 and followed
with a 12-6 whipping of SF
State Nov. 19 to keep in
first place in the NorC,a1
League.

Leading Stanford to its
Tracy Haynes -The
Spartans’
second overtime win in as
21 points
many nights was Paul awesome trio of women
seventh season as SJSU’s Giovacchini with 19 points fencers Vincent Hurley,
cage mentor, said that his followed by Jay Carter
team’s lack of poise in the with 18 and Pitchford with
final minute was the 13 points and seven assists.
ultimate downfall.
The Spartans host
With four freshmen,
six sophomores and four North Dakota Thursday
Juniors on a 15-man squad, night at 8:06 in the Inexperience and poise in the dependen0 Fieldhouse for
pressure of an overtime their collegiate home
game, especially this early opener.
in the season, is bound to be
missing.
"We played with inB akkeDecision
tensity and we knew we
Panel Debate
had to play with intensity to
Dec. 1
12:30
win. But we made too many
mistakes," Guevara said.
Flashy’ sophomore
forward Wally Rank, who
logged plenty of varsity
ARTIST MATERIALS
playing time last year and
is expected to add a big
FINE ARTS
punch to the Spartan
DRAFTING
scoring attack, suffered
through a chilly shooting
FRAMING

Secret of Orient Medical Science

ACUPUNCTURE
CL INIC
Dr. Too H. Kim

Certified Aropeorturir
CA lorense No 272

Treatment: Sprain, Joint Torision, Alergy, Lumbago, Rocli
Pain, Sciatica. Cardio Asthma, Weight Control, Rheumaii<
Arthritis, Tinnitus, Facial Palsy, Narcotic Addiction.
510N. 1st St. S.J. Empire Bldg. Rm 226
DAY AND NIGHT CALL 785-7235

Stacey Johnson and Hope
Konecny led SJSU to a 9-0
sweep in the foil division
against Stanford.
Konecny won all three
of her bouts without
surrendering a single touch
by the opposition.
The men’s sabre team
performed equally well,
with Mark Detert, Scott
Knies, and Bill Morrow
shutting out the Cardinals

9-0. Peter Schifrin was
dominant as the men’s foil
and epee teams each won 63.
The Spartans faced a
limited SF State squad
whigh could field only a
women’s foil team and a
men’s epee, and the SJSU
group came away with a 126 win.

once -beaten
David
Bauman and Wayne
Behrens.
SJSU was given a
scare in the women’s class,
surviving with a 5-4 total
score.

The epee trio was
victorious 7-2, led by the
undefeated Schifrin and the

Note Half Price Ticket Offer

Sir Michael Red rave
Skizes eare’s Pecyk
IAA

A DISTINGUISHED
SLIPPORTIN(: CAST

N,

Dniscd and Dirakt1
ALAN STRACHAN

BOOKS
TRANSFER
LETTERS
Since 1916

SAN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER CO.
87 Valley Fair Ctr.
San Joae,Ca.
249-0700
955 Sea Antonio Rood
Mt. Vino, Ca.
941-34100

A CcIchidtioli of’ SHAKESPEARE in Woydc & Mu Nk
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD PROUDLY OFFERS SPECIAL HALF PRICED TICKETS ($5.2S)
FOR .&_. STUDENTS, SJ.S.U. STAFF OR FACULTY. EXCELLENT RESERVED
SEATS MONDAY, DEC. 5. 1977. SAN JOSE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING Airs
ONLY AVAILABLE AS. BUSINESS OFFICE S.J.S.U. - 277.2731

CHRISTMAS IS COMING
SPARTANoBeOOKSTORE
$1.98

Sale of Gift Books--Reprints--Remainders

Cookbooks
MyThology
$2.98

ca
’LIMERICK,

NATURE
JUVENILES
$2.98

AMERiCANA
DiCTiONARiES
TRAVEL
ARTS ANd CRAFTS

$4.98

Or, write your own: BLANK
BOOKS, Red, Blue, Brown,
Green, Denim, from $1.98

ALL BOOKS NEW! ALL SENSATIONAL GIFTS!
1157Spoitan
..
/13"t...k,11
,41
I

’41

Recipes
Great
Front I he
ilf)rld’s Great
Cooks
*
HERE ROLLED THE

tOVERED WAGONS
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Hockey team 4th at Nationals
By Brian Hoey
DENVERSJSU shocked
the American women’s
field hockey scene as they
recorded an unprecedented
fourth place at the AIAW

National Championships
last week at the University
of Denver.
The Spartans, seeded
14th out of 16 teams, broke
the
long-standing

dominance of Eastern
schools in the sport enroute
to becoming the first club
west of the Mississippi ever
to finish in the top five at
the nationals.

San Jose turned out to
be the cinderella team of
the tournament, defeating
third -seeded Lock Haven
State College (Pa.) and
sixth-seeded University of

v id

yne

a
ass,
otal

Connecticut in the first two
rounds of the double
elimination contest. Both
victories were achieved in
overtime.
Described by Women
Sports Magazine as an
"experienced, tough-minded group," Lock Haven
took the field in the opening
match Wednesday looking
for a breeze but instead
found a blizzard as the
Spartans battled to a 0-0
deadlock at the end of
regulation play.
The clubs then moved
into the first of a series of
tiebreakers in the form of
penalty corners, a play in
which the ball is hit from a
point on the end line toward
several players standing on
the rim of a semi-circle
extending 16 yards out
from the goal cage. The
players then try to score.

’

After two of their shots
glanced off the left-hand
post of the cage, Spartan
junior Helen Varenkamp
blasted one home that
produced a mixed reaction
of grim faces, gaping
mouths and wild cheering..

A
Brion Hoey

SJSU center back Pommy Macfarlane blasts a shot
past a charging Lock Haven State player. The

Spartans stunned Eastern field hockey powers by
taking a fourth at nationals.

News of the upset
spread quickly, and about

Gridders back from vacation,
prepare for 16th-ranked Aztecs
By Gary Peterson
Fresh off a four-day
holiday weekend, the SJSU
football team will head
back to the practice field
today in preparation of

their game Saturday with
10-1 San Diego State
University.
Billed as "The last
Picture Bowl" by the SJSU
Athletic Department, the

game will be telecast on the
West Coast on ABC
television. Kickoff time has
been scheduled for 1:05
p.m. and the announcers
will be Al Michaels and Lee
Grosscup.
When asked if it meant
anything special to the
team to be shown on
television, Spartan head
Coach Lynn Stiles said, "I
hope so.
"I would hope this
game would have a little
more meaning than normal. From the alumni’s
point of view I know there’s
something extra involved,
and I think that goes for the
player’s point of view too."
The added exposure
would make a win by SJSU
that much more important,
according to Stiles.

year that has warranted
bowl consideration.
played
"We
Washington (Rose Bowl),
Stanford (Sun Bowl), Cal,
Fresno State and now San
Diego State," Stiles said.
"All of those teams have
been considered for bowl
games, or should have
been."

"I’d like to think people
will remember us for this
game. We have a chance
now to go out winners
regardless of our season
record."
One thing that puzzles
the second-year coach is
San Diego State’s inability
to get into a bowl game.

Women travel
to hoop clash

"Their year-in-yearout record has been outstanding," Stiles said with
a trace of awe in his voice.
"I just can’t understand
why San Diego State
(ranked 16th in the nation)
isn’t a strong candidate for
a bowl game."
Which isn’t to say they
weren’t considered, if only
lightly. San Diego State
makes the fifth team the
Spartans have played this

I.

Al Dongeifield
Gel ald Small
Shrine game bound

Linda Friedman & Joy Johnston
present

the

Grisman
Davidquintet
Thursday, December 1st, 8:00 pm
Center for the Performing Arts
San Jose
87.50, $6.50
’Masts Available Ate The San Jose Box
Office; Peninsula Box Office, Loa Altos;
The Bookmark in Fremont; Tressider Box
Office, Stanford University; All Macy’s; and
all BASS. Agencies.
For Information: 14108) 24111-1160

GRID
GNOTES:
Speaking of bowl games, it
will most likely be announced later this week
that Gerald Small has been
invited to play in the EastWest Shrine Game at
Stanford Stadium Dec.
31...and speaking of inIn fact San Diego is one justice, linebacker Randy
of only three Division I Gill will probably not play
teams in the country with in the game, having been
only one loss that isn’t passed over by the powers
going to a bowl game. that be...ABC’s Michaels
Colgate and Miami of Ohio and Grosscup are probably
(both 10-1) are the other looking forward to doing
this game in the warm
two.
California
sun
after
Being snubbed by bowl freezing their cameras off
games is nothing new to the doing the Pittsburgh-Penn
Aztecs, who went 10-1 last State game in a snowstorm
last weekend...when asked
what fantastic appearance
Krazy George, SJSU’s selfstyled cheerleader, has
planned for Saturday,
Promotions Director Rich
Thawley replied with a
nervous
grin, "I don’t
women’s
SJSU’s
basketball team will travel know."
to San Luis obispo Friday
and Saturday to open its
season in the Cal Poly
Invitational Tournament.
Coach Sharon Chatman said she will start
three freshmen in the
Spartans’ opening game
against UC Santa Barbara
at noon Friday, relying on
aggressive player-to-player defense to swing the
match.
Elinor Banks keyed
SJSU’s varsity to a 62-48
win over the alumnae last
week, scoring 21 points and
grabbing 13 rebounds.

LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
for College Students
and Youthful Drivers

auto
insurance
1111

year and 8-3 in 1975 without
being invited.

i
289-8681

goal was awarded to
Connecticut. But she came
back to deflect two more
attempts and the Spartans
won 4-2 on strokes by
Macfarlane,
Pommy
Annette Espinosa, Helen
Varenkamp and Debbie
Calcany.
Now 18-0, the stickers
were only two games away
from a national championship as they moved
into the semi-finals Friday
against another of the
East’s superpowers, Ursinus College ( Pa.).
But the Spartans
reached the end of their
winning streak when their
momentum was broken by
an officiating snafu which

200 spectators were on
hand to witness the next
day’s match as San Jose
took another thriller from
the University of Connecticut.
The Connecticut match
was even more of a cliff
hanger than Lock Haven,
though. Towards the end of
the game junior backs
Judy Hillyer and Kelly
Scoffone teamed for an
outstanding effort that
preserved the tie and sent
the game into overtime.
This time neither team
could score on the penalty
corners, and the action
switched to a series of
penalty strokes where a
player goes one-on-one
with the goalie by attempting to flick the ball
past her into the cage from
seven yards out.
Things looked bad
when, on the the first
stroke, Mitchell was called
on shifting her feet and a

San Jose then played
the University of Deleware
Saturday and wound up on
the short end of a 3-0 tally
to take fourth overall.
Ursinus advanced to the
finals and was edged 1-0 by
West Chester, the third
time the two have met in
the national finale with
Ursinus coming up emptyhanded. Lock Haven and
Connecticut met in the
play-off for fifth place, with
the former winning 2-1.

ROUND TRIPj

I
HAWAII OR MEXICO’
flight of your choice

NO
PURCHASE
NECESSARY.
DRAWING
DECEMBER 9, 1977 AT 6-00 P.M.
Trip and Travel Planning is here to serve the
campus community. We offer free worldwide charier
locating
service...Maps...Luggage _Travel
back-

Magna Carta
University
College of The Law

packs...hard to find books...Eurail pay es... Youth
hostel cards...Int’l student I.D. cards, etc.
COUPON IS VALID ONLY WHEN YOU BRING IT

Approved State
Board of Education
Approved for VA
Benefits
Enroll Now
Take First Year
Bar Exam In
Oct. 1978
86 So Third St
San Jose, 95113
Ph 292-4484

allowed Ursinus to repeat a
penalty corner. They
scored, then scored again
less than 10 minutes later
to notch a 2-0 win over the
spoilers.

INTO OUR OFFICE.
ALSO

RECEIVE

AT THAT TIME
A

FREE

YOU WILL

PERSONALIZED

LUGGAGE TAG.
Fare is based one one person and
the maximum flight value of 5250 must be applied to
transpor ’<Ilion only.
NAME
*MSS

Pi1011
RIP AND TRAVEL PLANNING COMPANY
(Formerly Campus Travel Advisers)
444 E. William St. (10th and Wm Sts.)
; 408) 292-1613
Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-6
.1%;amiammamm

YOU NEED EXPERIENCE
SIGN UP DURING CAR
REGISTRATION
RECREATION:

Be a liason with school and rec centers, work on
dramatics, arts, crafts, athletic programs.

EDUCATION:

Help teach - pre-school to High School

COUNSELING: Work

.with individuals or groups in crisis intervention,
pregnancy, drug counseling.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE/PRE-LAW:
HEALTH:

Learn and help the legal system

Function with the medical experts and get pre-professional

experience.
For more information call

277-2187
old cafeteria bldg. on campus

COMAILOSTY mamma’
WIIP003 DIMINO

Sponsored in part by Associated Students

Army ROTC pays you $100 a month during
your last two years of college. But the money, handy as it
is, isn’t the real reason you should enroll in ROTC.
There is a bigger payoff. The one that comes
after you’ve earned your degree and commission. After
you’ve served your country as an officer. That’s the time
you’ll know the real value of Army ROTC.
When you begin your civilian career. You’ll
find you have the combination that just about guarantees
successa good
education, fine tur:..d
with military
management and
experience.
Let us tell you about
the options.

CALL

CAMPUS INSURANCE
91 Paseo de San Antonio
(between 2nd and 3rd Sts.
by the fountain)

Army ROTC.

Ixarn what it
takes to lead.

Military
Science
Dept.
Call Major Dave Cunningham
277-2985 or 277-2986
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Are vitamins vital?

Ruth Gordon talks with fans after her speech Wednesday night at Flint Center, De Anzo college
Gordon is best known for her portrayal in "Rosemary’s Baby. She is 81 years old.

Actress Ruth Gordon captures
audience with her memories
had swallowed a diamond
ring, she said.
Gordon remembered
her Uncle George next.
"He didn’t have a
business," she said. "He
had his first wife’s
money."
And after eating the
turkey, the dressing, the
rolls and all, Gordon
remembered the family
retreating to the bedrooms
to lie down for awhile.
As Gordon tells it,
"You ate what you enjoyed
and what your pocketbook
allowed. If your pants got
tight, let ’em out," she
declared.
"No wonder they call it
Thanksgiving."
By this time, the
audience roared with
laughter at Gordon’s
rendition, but she wasn’t
Her sense of humor is
finished. She had more to
quite evident in her
tell.
storytelling.
Gordon was named
Gordon reminisced after "little Ruthie
about a Thanksgiving when Cleveland," the president’s
she was 11 years old. She daughter, on Oct. 30, 1896.
remembered Momma She lived on the hill until
taking the time to sing and she was four. At that time,
pluck the turkey’s feathers her parents were having
and cleaning out the in- financial problems and the
sides, to see if the turkey family had to move.

By Boydine Hall
It would seem only
appropriate that Ruth
Gordon would speak about
being thankful on the
before
evening
Thanksgiving, but how she
told her story was uniquely
Ruth Gordon, "the visceral
myth."
Gordon, known for her
humorous and eccentric
portrayals in "Harold and
Maude" and "Where’s
Poppa," recaptured her
life in Boston 70 years ago
before the crowd at the
Flint Center at DeAnza
College. The petite woman,
dressed in a simple black
dress and a black cardigan
sweater, acted out each
vivib
scene
with
descriptions and hand
gestures.

Gordon said that from the
moment she saw her new
street, she knew it was no
good. She headed for
"never, never land where
everything bad happens to
the people next door."
later,
Some time
Gordon went with a friend
to the Boston Colloquial
Theater and saw ladies in
pink
chiffon
dresses
dancing with men in black
hats.
Gordon
was
top
impressed and decided
she’d like to try out her
talents on Broadway.
"Acting was what
Momma
called
promiscuous, but to me, it
was what could be
popular," Gordon laughed.
Gordon said she was
certain that it would have
been much easier to convince her mother to allow
her to pursue acting if she
could have only used the
defense, "But Momma, I’m
going to be a visceral myth.
But of course she wouldn’t
have believed that."
Gordon’s mother wondered
why her daughter didn’t
just marry a nice man like
most girls.

But Gordon’s father
promised her that if she
would finish school he
would see to it that she got
the chance to act.
The time came for
Gordon to enroll in the
American Academy of the
Arts. But Gordon was
ousted shortly after. "We
feel you are a good student
but are not suited for acting, so don’t come back,"
said the director of the
acting school.
Gordon stopped and
stood quietly for a moment,
smiling.
"Momma," she said
softly, "20 years later the
visceral myth was a success. And Momma, I did
marry a nice man. Next
Monday we’re going to
celebrate our 30th wedding
anniversary. And Momma,
he’s here tonight." Looking
up at the sky and reaching
out with her hands, she
said, "And thank you,
God."
Gordon had seized the
moment. The audience sat
in silence, overwhelmed by
the sensitive story, before
rising from their seats and
vigorously applauding her.

Jazz vocalist performs

Snow in SJ Thursday
Mellow pop vocalist
Phoebe Snow will headline
a concert at 8 p.m.
Thuursday at the San Jose
Center for Performing
Arts. The David Grisman
Quintet will open the show.
Snow has been hailed
as one of the top female
performers in the business.
Her warm, fluid, feeling
voice and exquisite
phrasing places her in a
class with Bessie Smith,
Billie Holliday and the
other great song interpreters of modern
MUSIC.

Snow
accompanies
herself on guitar and piano
and as a performer,
possesses the unique
ability to make an audience
feel close to her music.

Almost all her material is
original. The songs are
jazzy and reveal a sensitivity for life.
Only
25 -years -old,
Snow commanded AM and
FM airplay and a Top Ten
chart position after her
initial album release in
1974. Three more albums
for Columbia Records:
"Second Chance," "It
Looks Like Snow" and
"Never Letting Go" were
commercially successful
and solidified her stature in
the music industry.
Snow’s biggest single
came out in 1975 entitled
"Poetry Man." It was a
trademark of her style and
appealed to a varied
audience. Her last local
appearance was on May 4,

ECONOMICAL
TRANSPORTATION

1975 as an opening act for
Jackson Browne at the
Center for Performing
Arts.
The David Grissman
Quintet play acoustic
string music that fuses the
emotional freedom of rock,
the harmonies and swing of
jazz and the tight precision
of bluegrass to create
something new and unique
in
contemporary
instrumental groups.
Comprised of Grisman
on mandolin, Tony Rice on
acoustic guitar, Da rol
Anger

on

violin.

Hill

Amnateek on acoustic
bass, and Todd Phillips on
second mandolin, the
quintet has developed a
large Bay Area following
Tickets for the concert
are available at the San
Jose Box Office, all Macy’s
and all BASS. outlets.
The prices are $7.50 and
86.50.

By Corky Dick
As children, many of us
were repeatedly told that
we had to eat balanced
diets which would give us
the proper requirement of
certain vitamins.
Today, doctors and
researchers are finding out
that not all vitamins are
good for us and that quite a
few people are taking
certain vitamins in too
large a quantity.
Vitamins are classified
as micro-nutrients. They
are compound substances
which are required by the
body in relatively minute
amounts. Some vitamins
are soluable in fat, some in
water.
Vitamins occur in
many foods and are easily
provided in a properly
prepared
mixed
diet
containing fresh fruits and
The
vegetables.
therapeutic effects of
vitamin supplementation
are very rapid in a vitamin deficient person.
All of the fat-soluable
vitamins can be stored to
some extent in the body,
primarily in the liver. If too
much of a fat soluable
vitamin is taken, it may
accumulate in the body and
produce toxic symptoms.
Some of the main
vitamins consumed include
vitamins A, D, and E which
are fat soluable and
vitamins B-1, B-2, B-6, B-12
and C, which are water
soluable.
The functions of
vitamin A relate primarily
to the eyes and the visual
process and to the maintenance of skin tissue and
growth. Good food sources
of vitamin A include deep
yellow
fruits
and
vegetables, butter and
chedder cheese.
Too much vitamin A
can yellow the skin
( especially the palms) and
lead to uncomfortable
dryness. Large amounts of
the vitamin can cause
serious tissue damage.
Vitamin D is important
in the growth and
development of bones and
teeth. It is critical during
infancy, childhood and
pregnancy. Exposure to
sunshine may fill the
required needs.
Fish liver oils and eggs
provide small amounts of
vitamin D and 400 units of

this vitamin are added to
each quart of fluid milk.
In recent years some
food manufacturers have
added vitamin D to various
processed foods. Certain
physicians feel that many
young people are getting
five times the recommended dietary allowance
of this vitamin which could
be hazardous over a long
period of time.
Vitamin E’ protects
vitamin A from destruction
by oxidation. Large intakes
of vitamin E are used in the
case of malabsorption of
fat. Food sources include
vegetable oils, nuts, meats,
eggs, wheat germs and

sprouts and whole grains.
Dosages of iodines and
bromides have been found
in vitamin E. In certain
people it can cause allergic
reactions or acne. It has
been rumored that it
speeds healing, but
medical research has
found that it does not.
Vitamin B-1 acts as a
in
the
co-enzyme
metabolism
of car-

A carrier of hydrogen
is the main function of
vitamin B-2. It enters into
many body chemistrNproceeses. Food sources
include milk, cheese, liver.
fish, poultry, eggs, whole.
grain breads and cereals.
I Continued on Page 71
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Gold. For sale. On campus.

2 YEAR COURSE IN MGT
FOR SERIOUS STUDENT
WILLING TO WORK.

Army ROTC 277 2985

Basket of Value!
COUNTRY FLOWER BASKET
Included in the gift pack:
2 fragrant Country Flower bath bars
Large bath sponge
Decorator bamboo basketfor soaps,
dried flowers, knick-knacks
Unique gift ideaand give one to yourself!

The 1978 Christie Sahara Collection of stunning
gold, silver and diamond jewelry
is now on sale at the campus bookstore.
Featured this season are intricately fashioned Italian
gold chains and bracelets, exquisite gold and diamond rings,
eye stopping hammered gold bracelets,
intriguing charms, stickpins and personalized pieces.

by Columbia
The first American Moped
by America’s first bicycle Manufacturer

Also OuAliry Bit ytIts

Enter your name for our free jewelry drawing.
And take advantage of this golden opportunity.
Nov. 29 Tbau.Dtc 1

BICYCLE CITY

BonkAmericard /VISA
7-11 SHOPPING CENTER
16241 CAMDEN AVE.
265-1552

bohydrates. It is found in
meats, eggs, whole-grain
breads and cereals and
wheat germ.
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By Carol Sarasohn
Readin’, Writin’, and Resumes: Joe Trippi, AS. Conncilmember, spent his Thanksgiving sending out resumes but not his own.
Trippi found a newspaper advertising for nominations
and applications for the position of college president and
decided to nominate our beloved Dr. John Bunzel for the
position of community college president at Tallahassee,
Fla.
It’s not nice to fool Tallahassee, Joe.
Students in Gerald Hoencke’s Finite Math class struggled
over Thanksgiving with this problem: What does 1-1/2 2/5) mean?
The reason for the assignment is that governments, in
decoding messages, generally use the matrix theory. He
told his students to "act as special secret agents" to
decode the above message. The correct answer was worth
10 points.
Give up? It says "Santa Claus is fat."
A Budding Women’s Libber has the perfect putdown for
men who say they like women who are quiet and
unassuming.
"Take a cadaver to lunch."
Nice idea. A man who takes a cadaver to lunch would
be instantly assured of any table in the restaurant - and
probably the whole restaurant.
If you were a maitre d’ would you argue with a man
who brought a cadaver to lunch?
As Long As We’re Talking about cadavers: John Chipman, a technician in the Biology Department, has the
most unusual job on this campus. He orders cadavers
from Stanford Medical Center The same way I’d order
pencils."
The pickled people are housed in the old Science
Building.
I’ve often suspected that the Science Building housed
a few dead bodies but could never figure out why the odor
of formaldehyde never wafted out of the rooms.
According to John, the cadavers are kept wrapped
when not in use. He compared the bodies to Thanksgiving
turkeys - "When they’re put ins pan they don’t smell."
Speaking of the Dead: There is an organization of the
same name which is offering a nifty Christmas present for
only $74,995.
The ad is for a solar-powered, stereo optional, talking
headstone. Honest. Would! make this up?
"The headstone is programmed to respond to visitors
to your grave with a brief history of your life and can even
signal the caretaker when the grass needs watering," the
ad reads.
The military model plays taps at sundown.
For those who insist on having the last word, it is the
ultimate Christmas present.

Vitamins affect diet
(Continued from Page 61
smokers than in nonVitamin B-6 is the smokers.
essential nutrient in more
than 30 enzyme reactions.
It is available from bothi
THINKING
animal and plant sources
ABOUT
especially liver, ham, corn
and lima beans.
PEACE CORPS’
The normal functioning of all cells is
regulated by vitamin 8-12.
Information about
It is found predominantly
Peace Corps programs is
in foods of animal origin.
now available
Vitamin C is enrolled in.
To get straight an
the formation and maintenance of bones, gum
swers, lust call your
tissue and teeth. It
Peace Corps represen
promotes wound healing
totive, Susan Charles at
and resistance to infection.
or drop by and
177-3440,
Vitamin C has not been
see her in room 207
proven
to prevent
respiratory infections or
Industrial Studies
colds.
Building.
fruits,
Citrus
strawberries, cantaloupe,
tomatoes, raw greens,
cabbage and potatoes
contain vitamin C. The
blood concentration of this
vitamin is lower in
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INTRODUCING THE 925
CHRISTMAS GET SOLUTION
3 gifts for people you Jove-and you save $75
Here’s a very personal gift idea fnr the important people on your
three full color Ohara’ enviornment portraits, in
larntIl’S 1995
x 79- and him
diohng one beautiful wali-suted family portrag
full-sued 11- x 0 portraits in additton. you receive 17 mini -portraits
from your prenew selections. perfect for groom mountngs or for
enclosing in this yeer’sChnstmas cards
These 15 environmental portraits normally coat DS You nave 575
when you make your appanttnent now. before ’ins 10 Scheduling
up to Nov Sti
If you’re leaks for se artful gift sleds for f feriebease /077. plese
call we Bs ladle Settees are still evedeber The Pomba yea rencene
say last fee years.

Eten & _Barloti
438 N. Smite Cruz

PHOTOGRAPHY
A1710. Los Gaps 3642613 or 354-6313

GRAND OPENING Christenson s
Imports, 2 Anatolia tops fOr the
price of one A specialty import
Shop for row and women
Casual and exotic clothing
iewelry and unusual artifacts
from? different countries Price
with the student’s budget in
mind Come in and browse
Open 5 days a week. Monday
nitro Friday. 10 to 6. Ma Lincoln
Avenue, San Jose 297 8424
Open weekends.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN ESOP
now? Information available at
me A.S. off ice or phone 371 MIL
FLY FOR FUN Lew Club Prices
Airplanes’ Rental- Training. Ulnae. CALL for Price List,
JAPANESE TEAHOUSE is now
10off daily in the Kelley Park
Friendship Gardens at 1300
Senter Road. near Keyes. Come
and spend a relaxed morning or
afternoon entOYMO a 7a178^959
lunch A quiet shady area is
available There are more than
100 oriental teas and 20 gourmet
coffees trots which to choose.
The T OE AHOUSE Facilities
which include a seating capacity
for more than 200 are available
for group meetings at no charge
The Kelley Park Gardens and
Teahouse will make a gorgeous
setting tor a wedding and
reception Caterng and Wed
ding Photography are available
at low student rates. Bride keeps
the Wedding Negation and all
For complete
colOr prints
details, please call 295 2701 or
effs 46.
FOR
FREE
Real Estate
Consultation, contact Fartad
Emami and Robert Taylor. STE
Enterprises. 1150 South Bascom,
Suite 13. Phone 200-5515 0r6797671.
WRITE A RESUME NOW.
A
workbook designed tor students,
and
house,* yes
changers
56 45 postpaid. CB
Functional Resumes. 1414
Miravalle Ave., Ls Altos 94022,
The SKI CLUB’S fourth meeting is
what’s happening Thursday
1 at 7 30 in
night, Dec
Engineering 132. More on Aspen
and the Tahoe trips, a movie,
and what’s happening in the
SPRING semester For more
info Call Bob or Joe at 2611 2529.
Steve at 268 0126 or Wade at 393
1521. GO FOR ITS.

Let

AUTOMOTIVE
VW PORSCHE SERVICE All work
guaranteed Tune ups from 574
includng Parts Also instruction
in tuning and appraisal service
for prospective buyers. Free
house c a Ils in central Si. Phone
Dan 356 474 eyes.
WHEELS FOR SALE? Incredible
otter to SJSU students Photo
add for only 57 50 runs until you
Sell (max a wkst Call AUTO
VIEW "The Vehicle Shopping
Gliide." For details call 247 7469.

STUDENTS needing
COLLEGE
over 5100 per week for part time
work Flexible hoos Must be
neat have car and Phone Coll
Fuller Brush Co , 243 1121 for
interview appointment

Female to Ware 2 berm house near
(apaol Lop and Snell As 5140
Nonsmoker’
utitifies
Phone 277 3430 or 726 7353

ACCOUNTING iAaditorl Full time
position open for an individual
ma iortng in accounting The
position begins hourly, but will
be management within one
7 am
year Hours II pm
Contact Per sOnnel IOC 988
1500
Marriott Hotel, 7700
Santa
Mission College Blvd
Clara, CA 95054 an Equal OP
POrtUntty Employer M/F
HOME MAKERS NEEDED NOW!
Help elderly or disabled with
light hsekeeping, personal care
Full or part time. Flexible
hours. Experienced or will Pay
while training. Need car 292
5255. Home helpers of Santa
Clara County.
TRAVEL1NE REPRESENTATIVE.
Immediate opening for a sharp,
energetic individual with proven
interpersonal skills to represent
a leader in the travel industry
No direct sales. 20 hours per
week. Starting January 1st We
are looking for a winner with a
proven record of integrity,
personal stability. and corn
munity involvernent. Your self
initiative Will be recognized and
rewarded with an excellent
incentive program Hard work
along with intelligence and
,nnae Sales know how are the
ingredients for this well paid,
part time poSitiOn. Call Toll
Free, 1 MO NI 2270. ext 510.24
hours.

FOR SALE
SHREDDED FOAM rubber. SO
cents per lb. No limit to a
customer. 293 2954.

EARN XMAS BUCKS Work with
Temporary or per
fun folks
manent pat time work C015
duchon telephone interviews in
the held of TV programming
S250 hr to start Call Deby at
246 5660 or 248 3054

COUNTRY GUILTS, home made,
various colors, roam accents. To
KING SIZE, 11011 allergic. carton
with polyester filling. 295-17110r
295.2355.

HOURS/GOOD
FLEXIBLE
PAY Need Nurses’ aides/rd.
06.50/hr. LVT’s, S.5.62,hc.. and
RN’s, S7/hr Some experience
required Call for set. New
Horizons Nurses’ Registry, 2775
Park Ave S.C. 287 1749.

WATERBEDS any sloe, cOntulete
with mattress, heater, liner.
frame and pedestal. only 1119 to
SJSU students with this ad.
Located 5 minutes NOM cam
pus. Noah’s Ark Waterbeds, 116
KeyeaSt.. San Joie. 269-11451.

NEED 16 people to demonstrate
Shaklee products.
Earn
SIA.Vwk. working 1 hr/day. Call
Va10291119567p.rn.

STUDENTS AND SENIOR
CITIZENS 10 percent discount
on recycled clothes, dishes.
household items, books, baskets,
collectibles. Good Stuff! Angle’s
Attic, 555 S. Second St., San
JOS. OHS: e:30 to 4,30, Mon,
Sat.
22"

MODELS Men, women, children, all
ages, all Sites No cop nee for
fashion and Commercials No
nudes. Not a school. 393 1303.
_
Earn some extra money now! Exc.
X mas season to make 6905. for
Portrait studio. No cop
per
Outgoing
necessary.
salinity. Most be self motivated
Flex. hrs. Call Natural Color
Portraits 179 5735. Clearance
Sale Thrift Craft and Recycle.
.194W. Santa Clara Si.

147SPEED SILVEREAGLE.
Excellent cond. 1100. 240-1696.

BOOKS AND LEVI’S SALE. Hard
cover .69 Levi’s 2.15. hand made
4.98.
ENERGY
frame
PYRAMID KIT cont. 24k Her
gold pendant, and pyramid,
compass and booklet all for 9.95
only We take items on con
signment II am to 5 pm or amt.
279 2735. THRIFT, CRAFT AND
RECYCLE 1W W Santa Clara
St.. San Jose.

Pact time misc. work neer campus
53.50/hr. Will fit your schedule.
Call 7336202 between 11 and 5
p.m

DEAR STUDENTS Your insurance
man on the campus can take
care of all your insurance
needs AUTO. HOME, FIRE,
AND
RENTERS, LIFE
HEALTH. If TS are not already
with State Farm, call tor an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you On campus.
Ser hornet or my office. Let’s
pet together and give you better
coverage for less money . CAL L
MORY STAR. 703-3217 or 446
25.

HOSTESS WANTED- Part time
53 50.hr 3 days/wk, 4:30 pm
10:30 pm For information call.
HOUSE OF GENJI HAYASHI.
286 4139
EARN 510 DAILY writing short
articles at hOrne For details
send S1 50 to VMC. BOX 32483,
Dept IA, San Jose. C A 95152

AIR DAM for Datum "2;7-never
used, 15900 and 24 Z bumper
14.00 Phone 203155,
71" 110SPEED GITANE Reynold
531 name, sew ups, campy
shifters,
fingertip
hubs,
stronglvant crank
For the
serious cychst Must sell S175
Can 2007074

WRI TOYOTA COROLLA Sprinter,
Sceed. Rea., engine, good
cocnton WOO Call 779 9696

LOST & FOUND
LOST : White Sarney-Husky I moo
SJS area. REWARD. Call 293
2051, 293-414 or 3546749.

PERSONALS
THE SJSU GAY STUDENT UNION
meets every Thurs. at II p.m in
the Almaden Room of the
Student Union. G 5. U is an
informal club striving to meet
the nerds of the gay community
On campus and Off . You will find
that our meetings are always
friendly and informative
Meetings are half structured,
half informal, and are attended
by about 50 People. se Your
whole self attend! 11/10. Sing
along in Guadalupe Rrn
12/1
11/17.DiSCO Dance:
Political Rap Group; 12/1. Pot
12/15:
Luck off campus.
Political Speaker: 12/21, Dance.
Call 790-GAY5 for info.
VOLUNTEERS needed to work with
disturbed children. Peninsula
ChildrentsCenter. 491 1200.
VOLUNTEERS needed: Work an
one to one basis with an
emotionally disturbed Chlkl
aged 20
Learn Behavior
Mod if Ireton techniques, gain
valuable experience Mornings
9 1.or afternoons 12 331 30 Call
Zonta Children’s Center, 795
3581
DISCOVER A fresh new you. with
Shaklee products. Call "Bob"
for your complimentary beauty
demonstration No obligation,
264-1453 between 6 7 pm
DEBONAIR DATING SERVICE.
Fast, personal and selective.
Men and women of all ages are
welcome Women for the first 30
days will be allowed in free with
MIS ad. Unlimited in in
troductions. 3607254.
TRANSFERRING to Cal State
Northridge? If you know anyone
who is planning to transfer to
Cal State at Northridge. or
moving to Me general soctnity,
please give me a call. 401 378
1571. Interested in getting
acquainted and passe* Sharing
an apartment
DO

YOUR OWN legal forms
Professional typing and filing
Call after 7 p.m., 353 3741,

LOSE 1019 LBS. In One Month
drinking milkshakes, no drugs,
Totally natural.
excert nes
Money Back Guarantee 125 Plus
tax ’month SUDO/ Call 367352$
7 awn.

Free pregnaroy testing. Law coat
cant:dentist birth control set’
vices. Abortion and supportive
counseling. Call PreenancY
Canswillatice Collie,- 2567771

lew-ort with-CP
TUTOR CoMpanlertteen boy. Ph. Tees, Thum Sun.
Energetic patient student who
LIKES kids. 52.50 plus meals
241411.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
The theraputic Foot massage
Private treatments discount
rates on classes for groups of to
or more Class can be Scheduled
2 Wool and 4 hours or all in one
day (7 hours/Available Mon
It
day Wednesday F rider
*moon or Saturday. For more
informahon write: HOLLY
LYNN. P050* WM Felton.CA
91011

HOUSING
FULL SECURITY BUILDING
E rtrernely large two bedroom
and two bath verw carpeting.
AE K
BOG.
courtyard.
rec room. peel parking two
blocks from campus S.24 and
LIP Utilities paid Chuck 990
4149 lease mess., Now and
next semester
Fn.’’, studio wort 5145,mo 7 miss
from campus Call 713 6762 between

SEKI ANDYOSHI vhankssornuch
for betng my friends during your
stay a San dose i Mink war you
are bony the greatest, and will
remember you forever Have a
time time in Horan, a sale flight
hone, and please do 0,5,1 wen
ST
persenelly leach
WIN AT II: WM
VW Me beet gawk Wick system
Only SIS
twarIal
in Me
Si001ik/660 IleaSeaMeed Call
8131111T1

2 Dead 2.
Egg throwing
beatings, dc., Violent little
"Transistor" aren’t you. Did
Lone
YOU do in’’The
Harsiguer"? 567 OS MN

CHRIS’
DO you Only Study on
weekends? I’d like to get to
know you ..Eyes froth Duncan
Hall Class

SERVICES
TYPING tCASSETTE
Student
TRANSCRIPTION
rates 75 cents page and tat
Term papers resumes theses
senior protects reports letters.
etc All work guaranteed IBM
Correcting Selectrics Business
NORTH
accounts solicited
SECRETARIAL
VALLEY
SE RV ICE . 030 CHAR COT AVE .
ORCHARD
107,
SUITE
BUSINESS PARK, SAN JOSE
203452) KITTY CARTER.
INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing.
grammar, form. 9 a... 9 p.m.
Phone Margie Reeves, 996 1265
TYPING -FAST, _ EFFICIENT,
RELIABLE. Term papers,
reports, theses, letters.
resumes, etc. Error free w/ IBM
Cali
Correcting Selectric
Barbara Morgan at 252 70611.
SURROGATE PARENTS available
to care for your children in a
loving home situation for any
emergency, for a day, over
night, weekend or extended
Full 24 hour care
vacation
available, including taking the
children to and from their own
schOol. Full facilities avertable
to Care for tiny infants MO.
Enis a 2nd honeymoon without
your children, knowing they will
be safely cared for Low rates
Discount for more than one
child. For further details call
998 9699 days or 257 8433
evenings.
TYPING, FAST AND ACCURATE.
Got a deadline? We can meet It
for you Revisions? Fast and
cheap on our automatic
And we do
equipment.
typesetting, too! Call Heather
167.11593 anytime.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
If you are a good student, you
may qualify for a 25 percent
discount on your auto insurance
We also offer excellent rates for
homeowners and renters in
surance. Appointrnet... at time
and place console.t to you
Cell Bruce Lott at 241 4750.
TYPING Thesis, term papers, etc..
experienced and fast. Phone 269
8674,
TYP I NO.Fast, accurate, and
reasonable too. Try me in West
Sonless. Patty 91141442.
DANCINGL/AZI. MODERN, TAP
CLASSES beginning im
mediately. Phone 2754514.
COMPLETE RESUME SERVICE.
Resumes typed and printed 110
and up for 100 copies Typing
only
SrLiftrst page. S3 eact$
NORTH
page
additional
SECRETARIAL
VALLEY
SERVICE AAM1R’S SUPER
PRINT Orchard Business Park
Orchard Building 800 Choc,
avenue. Suite 102 i corner of
Chart!. and Paragon Or I San
Jose, CA 95131 263 4525 or 946
1975
EXPERT lin triN Academic typing
Correcting Setectric II Typewriter,
caN Andrea 923-4717.
FAST
TYPING SERVICES:
RATES,
REASONABLE
QUALITY WORK, Regene
Manning, 2116510
Typing
thesis and term papers
Fast and accurate Call 1566 1798

we O.,,
Term Papers theses. etc
proofread and adS He on form
All
urgent/ditto
grammar.
Fast service and
subtects
Phone
rates
reasonable
Fourlenrout7 at 354 474 eves
MODE LS Don t yet r.pped off,
Pornolio priolograWs at e
reasonatile rate No nudes 48
7227
CONCRETE LAYER available WI
weekend work Call 78/ 0380
Ask for Jeffery
SERVICES
PAPER
TERM
proof reading
Editing,
grammar. organtlation Al:
RE SONABLE
Subiects
RATES. FAST SERVICE 758
445 Ask for Paul leveS)

STEREO
SAVE THIS AD
Before you
purchase costly stereo equip .
colon TVs.c , check with us for
SUPER DISCOUNTS on 200
minor brands We manuf acture
acOmplete line Of quality
Loudspeaker systems and
recording tape wholesale to the
public. SOUNDS UNIQUE 990
2693 TA Fitt 6. Sat 125
ATTENTION
AUDIOPHILES!
Tannoy. Phase Linear, Genesis.
HK, plus., DBX. K LH, MX R.
CV Ohm, Dahlquist. Lux,
Nakamiini, R TR, 8 pkrs 0.
DCM, Mplus K, ADC. DO Gas,
Janus, Mkko, Sons, Scott, EPS,
JVC, ESS, JBL, BIC, JIL, and
more at Discount Prices!
AUDIO ENTERPRISES has
over 14 Main, brands Of home
electronics at 10 to 50 percent
off! All new full warranty Free
cassette carousel, stylus timer,
or rec cleaner kit w/any
system! Call 9045530, ME, 49
All day Sat Sun ASK for K EN

TRAVEL
AND
PHOTO
PASSPORT
12 oft Wad for 2
SPECIAL
color or 4 B and W photos.
JMJ
Regular price 5/50
PHOTOGRAPHY 293/000 20
Pas. de San Antonio, 54
(between Island 7nd Streets)
FREE WORLDWIDE CHARTER
FLIGHT Locating Service. We
represent all operators Paris .
Amsterdam
London
Zurich
Frankfort
Dusseldorf
. Israel ... Hong
Kong
PnilippineS . CCMCC
Ca90 . New York .. Hawaii
international Student Identity
..
Overseas
Job
Card
Placement (Students Only!)
Tour inrbernatiOn (Budget)
Infra European Student Flights
.. Student Tours IsrorUSSR
Train info ..CaMptno tem, in
Student flights to
Europe
Asia, Africa, Australia, Middle
Mexico
East Worn E urope I
Travel information Traveler’s
Travet
insurance
Car Leasing and
Publications
purchasing Maps, hard to find
travel bOoks, luggage and
Please visit one of
backpacks
our offices On campus, Main
Floor of Student Union, outside
Business Office Tos , Wed .
Thurs. 117 Off campus Trip
Travel Planning CCo
and
(formerely Campus Trevet
advisersl 444 E Williams St 6.1
95112. Call 140511792 1613 Mon
Fria’? 6
CHARTER
FLIGHTS
Oakland/London from 1325
round trip. Also to Dusseldorf on
new Trister Jumbo from 5389
New programs available now up
to April ’78 Also low cost nights
from London to most maior
cities in Europe. BRITISH
EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Saratoga Ave.. San Wee 95124
PHONE: 446 5252.
SKIER/RIDER WANTED k Akron,
Ohio Departing Der 19 ski
Snowbird 7 days. arrive Ohm
Dec( 24 Call 29/2112

HAVE YOU
NOTICED?
The Spartan Daily has
changed this year, in format,
content, and style. To bring you,
the reader, the most up-to-date
and informative campus
newspaper in the state. So read
The Spartan Daily, and notice the
change.

DO YOU SRI? SPornt bale - lawth
Shenk ANKIWO "A" Feseite.
ARK; Illbedrin Dec 1 Apri130
C111181111249
sweamilmsnimiumeamirmlInnAlliamwm

EARN EXTRA INCOME IN YOUR
TRAINING
SPARE TIME
PROVIDED Phone 766 11791

1,1

BRIGHT ROOM In nice Victorian
Quiet and clean 3 blocks to
SJSU $85rno Ca11298 3470

"GET YOUR FEET WET" Future
with SYs Political/Allernattve
NewSPOPer. Groundswell News
Subscrtption.
reps.
Sales
DisPley.21891561.

m.P WAIFIED

OVERSEAS JOBS. summer/year
round Europe. S America,
Austral. Asia en Ail fields,
1.500111.700 "wenn, E %ono,
Pad Sionneeing F try info
write imernancrnal lob Center.
Denim 50. Box 490 nerketev.
CA 94104

HOUSE FOR SALE NEAR Si.
STATE UNIV. QUIET AREA. 2
bdrm., 1 Ia., wiw carpet,
drapes, air cool, stove, ’Orig.,
BOG pit. 136,500. 1/3 down
lcashl. monthly payments or
12100. MUST SELL!!! 969-6591:
321 9787.

ALOE VERA Natural Skin Care
Products approz. 15 items to
aid your natural beauty. For
rnforrnatan call 743-4111.

150 70 ACCOMPANY CHILDREN
TO NEW YORK CITY and
return for Xmas holiday
Divorced father no adult Super
Sayer tare 12 17 noon to racy
and 12/31 noon to SF Kids age)
and 7 Care on plane oner!
ticket costs 5289 round trip Cali
ill 453 9623 Ask hp Gary

FIIIERGLAS CAMPER SHELLS at
VarliessID: I IOW Bed 131111.
Impares 11337. ORM expires Nov.
1 MUSS

FOR RENT, Newly Redone, Good
Lighties, No pets 1st and last
mo. rent. Utilities pd Parking
Adutts, 11160. Near Campus 794
2477.

A COMPANION to a
handicapped child or adult in
Flexible
area
your
hours/wages. Terrill train you.
Call Mrs. alerting. Community
Retarded,
for
Assn.
494,0551/Wil 5597.

BE

)0 SPEED Men’s Sr Pomo Bike,
Excellent Condition Also lock,
hard and chain SIS Call Carol
TO 3607, after a prn

_

TO I HE MONK aka CM, Happy
2151 B day Entoy. Maybe you
shOOld tn./ Wur priorities iust
foe tOday! Lore PJ and CS
Red

USED AUTO SELLER/BUYER
MATCHING
COMPUTER
SERVICE. Let us help you sell
or find an auto, van, wag.on or
light trucCk. Sellers, you select
Irons erelong four sorted listings
Of all vehiCleS for Salter specify
Me exacct vehicle you seek and
we will find many that match it.
Write to us for details. AUTO
MASON, P.0 Box 11724, Palo
Alto, CA 94306 or Slone 14151327
8320

IOW 1=MMIIMIRWSNIMIou
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fire
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days
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Winona/a There lax,, (Me Des
Sent Itter rare (all Isme.).125,101

0.00

soma!
dir.
.35
.35
.35
.35

50
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

I.Ar, I a liaxxifiration
Annoisnii$onnle
11.14,motIii..

SKYDIVE
Complete 1st Jump
Course
E nor, instructions
535. Pilate P325944

ROOM FOR RENT. 5100, walking
distance to SJSU. MSS end
garden to share with small
family Vegetarians Preferred
289 W7g.

1970 AMC HORNET, Excellent
cool., god tires, good engine,
good every M ing Asking 51.200
Call 179 1633

MEChA San Jose State University
MEChA would like to thank you
for attending our first meeting
this academic year 1977 78. We
also want to take MO 015
InTtUntlY to extend a warm
welcome and abr. to all LA
RAZA GENTE MEChA has
prepared some activities and
programs for this year which
Wilt be announced in the
Spartaginde. in which we hope
that YOU will participate in If
you are interested in any of Me
aCrieltieS or have new ideas,
accept this as a personal in
vitation to attend the next
MEChA meeting MECTIA meets
every Monday at a p m in the
Guadalupe Room of the Student
Union. Info. call 14081751 3694.

BI
Ie S
PSI. 0
P
Professional
are
YCHOLOGY cations
currenny being accepted for our
PhD program in Clinical
Psychology
Counseling
ern
E xislential humanistic
phases
State approved for
prOessional license Write for
re,
current
bocnure
catalogue tl CO Or George
MuettCr director Or peter
Koethrinbecon. dean P.51. 110
College Avenue Palo Alto. CA
.306

NEED 14 PEOPLE to demonstrate
Shaklee Proctucts ’they Sell
Themselves ’ Earn 1165, wk
working one nOUr a day Cali
Mac al 266 1453 own 67 p m

’76 Honda CB 750K, Exc. cond. Low
mileage, extras, must see! Best
offer Call after 4 p.m rim 771
4733

If your mind’s getting tired
You’re no longer alert
Come into the Garden
For a yogurt dessert
The Yogurt Garden between 9th
and 10th on Williams Street
Hours loath 10p.m. daily

Hey all you Werth "Plant Mantasand "Hain aagas" consider
Yourselves very fortunate to be
reeding these words Because I
am going to introduce you to a
"health tood" which is gong to
bring happness. happiness foal!
your ’iittle green chddren
they will thank you forever by
throwing out thetr arms till you
will hare to trim them back to
keep them HOT taking over
your "pad " This "health food"
rs called Marsh’s VF 11 Its the
plant food everyone is talking
about and no wonder t i Some
Hydroponic exPerN Perfected
this "mago Woe- for all th0se
poor planes trying to ....vs
under human conditions in
hoses and eStrtmenTs Poor
things they need all the help
they can iper if you have a
Creewng Charter Your’, OcHT
to be (Ohne hirn your
"Gallcong Chuck" after a In
deaths go he magic "vF It"
potent And you’d better bolt
down your door it you went to
hang onto your Wandering
little green
Jew.. 000r
children" are going to get very
-hicalvrwt Mission TOY off be
lo healthy in so short a time
vault fond a Wm* new no
’Plant Par.
citron., in
:vF ii" has been
Mood "
known to have reeks-nation
quickly on
Pagers. so try
some of Mow plants you Mink
seders’sed you’ll be shorting
HALLE LUSA!!! as you watch
Dern come beck to IS Oka
noels es DON’T LE/ YOUR
PLANTS GO TOM HEAVEN,’
USE "MARSH’S VF Ir.,. You
can purcnase To great Ward
Mod at Safeway Alpha Beta,
Ralpn 5, Fro. &onto. Lucky*,
Payless, Langs. Brentwood,
Save On. Orchard SuooN For
oxen:ens closest to you call 356
41

ACRE help you with your
researcn design, instrument
devetopment data analysis and
data interpretation
E ape’,
assistance on and hourly basis
MC and Sofa accepted 415 321
7175,

Ear "tali

55 antra
If
1.mt awl Founil

Deadline two aaom prior In public tion
Teasel
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Intimate look at an SJSU fraternity
(Continued from Page 11
Initiation activities have changed in the last few years
for Sigma Chi and all fraternities, according to Sigma Chi
brother Steve Nielsen.
"There is no more hazing," he said.
"Hazing" refers to cruel and unusual initiation
practices employed by fraternities, until most of them
banned it in the early 1960s.
Nielsen said he has heard of initiation ceremonies that
required a pledge to kneel blindfolded, then have raw liver
dropped down his throat. Another practice he mentioned
was forcing a pledge to carry raw squid in his pocket for a
week, then eat it.
"The initiation experience is more serious now,"
Nielsen said. "You learn something from the activities.
The experience is one thing that all Sigma Chi brothers
hold in common."
But that is not the only common characteristic of
SJSU’s Sigma Chi brothers. Except for two, they share the
same skin color white.
Brothers Dave Valadez and Fred Vargas are both of
Mexican ancestry. As is the case with most of the chapter’s 50 members, they do not live in the house.
Both of them said their heritage has posed no problem
in their acceptance as brothers.
"I’m an American," Valadez said. "My background
is similar to most of the other members. I come from a
middle class neighborhood."
Prior to 1967, the cover of the Sigma Chi Pledge Book
bore the inscription, "For White Christian Males."

"The gold of her hair
and the blue of her eyes
are a blend of the western skies,
and the moonlight beams
on the girl of my dreams,
the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi."
No blacks have ever been admitted into the SJSU
chapter.
"The only two who have shown interest were not our
types," Yoder said. "One was an admitted homosexual
and the other was more an 30 years old."
So there are still people who are refused membership
in the fraternity, but it is not racial discrimination.
Now at rush time, when we are recruiting new
members, the only people who are rejected are those who
do not seem like they will take pride in the fraternity; like
those who are only looking for a place to live," said
Valadez, who serves as magister or pledge trainer.
Pledges are required to exhibit their pride in the
fraternity by adhering to its rules. Since the SJSU
chapter’s founding in 1949, one of those rules prohibits the
use or possession of marijuana in the house.
"It would look bad if a Sigma Chi alumnus came in the
house and saw someone smoking pot," Yoder said.

Other precautions are taken to insure that Sigma Chi
maintains a good image. One rule requires pledges to
answer the house phone before the third ring.
When Nielsen was a pledge, he broke his toe running
to answer the phone.
But Sigma Chi’s image is uphled mainly by the
manner in which they treat guests in their house.
The remarkably courteous treatment I received on
my first day continued throughout my stay.
"They are gentlemen," said Tori McKay, a Sigma Chi
"little sister" who spends most of her spare time at the
house.
"They don’t act like you’re putting them out when you
ask them to walk you home. And they get dressed up for
many of the activities with the little sisters."
Sigma Chi’s 21 "little sisters" help organize social
functions. Hardly a moment goes by when there are not a
few little sisters visiting the house.
"There are very few romantic relationships between
brothers and little sisters," Yoder said. "The relationships are platonic."
Each year the brothers vote for their favorite little
sister. The leading vote-getter is crowned "Sigma Chi
Sweetheart" at the annual "Sweetheart Ball." Then the
brothers serenade her with the song, "Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi."
The Sigma Chi brothers’ courteous treatment of all
visitors is similar to their treatment of each other. The
difference is that when one brother addresses another it is
evident that he is not talking to a friend or a guest, but to a

San Jose one of state’s first cities
I Continued from Page 1
California was on its way to becoming a state, but
before the bill was signed in Washington, the first state
legislature had alrady met, on Dec. 15, 1849, in downtown
San Jose, the state’s first capitol. In just over one year,
though, a bill was signed moving the capital to Vallejo,
where it remained until Sacramento was selected as the
permanent spot.
San Jose was getting bigger, and the principal
business was agriculture. In 1865, a Franch family, the
Peniers, came to San Jose and brought with them "le petit
prune d’Argen," which started the tradition of San Jose as
a prune growing center.
San Jose became one of the first four incorporated
cities in California. On March 27, 1850, the bill was signed
by Gov. Peter Burnett which gave San Jose status as a
city in the eyes of the government. That day, though, bills
of incorporation for San Diego and Benicia were also
signed, and no one was sure of which bill the governor
signed first.
The first incorporated city in California was
Sacramento.
While the Gold Rush boomed in the Sierra Nevada,
San Jose continued to grow in size. Miners, not being able
to find the big strike, moved into the valleys to take up a
more stable occupation, farming.
In 1868, after the completion of the transcontinental
railroad, the iron horse came to San Jose, and has been
here since.
This heritage has died in the past 100 years, and may
grow worse. Southern Pacific, the only passenger lin? to

operate out of San Jose, wants to discontinue its commuter service from San Jose up the peninsula to San
Francisco.
But in the late 1800s, the rails were booming and there
was more to haul out of the area than passengers. Not only
was produce a commodity shipped to the rest of the state,
but the effects of the mining boom had hit the Santa Clara
Valley.
In 1898, the New Almaden quicksilver mines opened,
but closed several years thereafter. The need for mercury
was not great enough at the time to warrant the continued
exhuming of the unusual metal.
The agricultural boom continued, but conflicted with
the residential boom in the 1900s. Soon, the fertile lands
were blooming with something besides prunes and grapes
houses. As San Jose turned into a bedroom community,
from 21,500 in 1900 to 95,280 in 1950, the 200,000 mark was
broken only 10 years later. Now, San Jose alone has
575,000 people, with a total metropolitan population of
1,181,600 in 1973.
Education has always been a part of San Jose. It was
in this town that the first public school in California, the
Granary school, opened in December 1875.
In 1850, the College of Notre Dame was founded by two
Catholic sisters. They were on their way to San Francisco
to join up with four more sisters from Cincinnati, but were
enlisted by the town leaders to start a school.
In some adobe buildings on Santa Clara Street, the
school was started, and remained there until the institution was moved up the peninsula in 1923.
In 1870, San Jose Normal School changed from a

private to a public institution, and remained as such until
1893, when the Normal School became San Jose State
College, now SJSU.
A number of activities are scheduled by the city for
today to commemorate what Lt. Moraga and his crew
founded 200 years ago.
At 10 a.m. at City Hall, there will be a dedication of a
plaque to mark the site of the original pueblo. Some of the
luminaries who will be there will be descendants of
Moraga; consul generals of Mexico, Spain and France;
plus the DeAnza Lancers in full costume.
A luncheon will be held at the LeBaron Hotel to honor
those business organizations and institutions which have
been in San Jose for at least 100 years. A mariachi band
will play from 11:30 a.m, until the 12:15 p.m. luncheon.
Pueblo Day, as the event used to be called, will be
celebrated next with the dedication of Pellier Park, in
honor of the father of the San Jose prune, at St. James and
Terrain streets at 3 p.m. The park will contain orchards of
prunes, pears and grapes.
Tonight, the festivities will be concluded with a dinner
and ball in the Exhibit Hall of the Convention Center, at
6:30. Following the dinner, a huge birthday cake will be
cut up and distributed.
The U.S. Postal Service is lending a hand in the event,
also. A special cancellation mark has been established,
bearing the inscription "1777-1977, El Pueblo de San Jose
de Guadalupe." The stations offering this stamp will be
set up at City Hall from 9 to 10 a.m. and at Peltier Park
from 2 to 4:30p.m.

brother.
As welcome as they made me feel throughout the
week, I always felt that they had something in common
that I did not possess. I was an outsider living with a
closely knit family.
This feeling of brotherhood could be attributed to
Sigma Chi brothers’ common interests. About half of them
are majoring in business or administration of justice. And
all Greeks in the SJSU ROTC program are Sigma Chis.
But there is more to it than that.
"If I was in trouble, these guys would lay their lives on
the line to help me," said Alan Kessler, the lone Jewish
brother in the house.
Late one night, pranksters from a rival fraternity set
fire to the cross in front of the house.
It was only a small fire and was not likely to cause any
damage.
But Sigma Chi brothers were not amused by the
prank. The fraternity’s emergency cry, "In Hoc," rang
through the house and brothers sprang from beds to
pursue the culprits.
Brother Ken Kimbley threw a flying tackle on one of
them and dragged him into the house where he was
threatened with legal action.
Chapter President Scott Soper explained why the
prank was taken so seriously.
"Sigma Chi brothers have a lot of pride in the
fraternity," he said. "The cross is a symbol of Sigma Chi’s
ideals. It is something we all cherish."
In tomorrows article
sorority life

reporter Cinde Chorness explores

Bunzel backed
by trustees
(Continued from Page 1
The attacks on Bunzel, she said, "Go along with the
current thinking of many students and faculty...antiestablishment and anti -administration."
Mrs. Winifred Lancaster said criticism of presidents
is periodic.
"There are waves of criticism, and then it dies down.
I’ve been a trustee for over six years, and I’ve seen these
things come and go," she said.
But not all trustees were so ready to write off the
criticism of Bunzel.
Bunzel’s problems are a combination of bad public
relations and dis-satisfaction with his administrative
policies, said Trustee Gene Benedetti.
"I’m sure it’s a management problem that the
president is going to have to take care of," he said. "It
can’t continue.
"But we haven’t found too much fault with him,"
Benedetti said, adding that he is sure Bunzel can take care
of the situation.
Dr. Mary Jean Pew, academic dean at Immaculate
Heart College in Los Angeles, suggested that the board
will soon look into the charges against
which it has
not yet done.
"I suspect that the next time Bunzel is evaluated,
these things will come up," Pew said.
Presidents are evaluated annually, but the reports
are confidential.

THIS WEEK ONLY
The new fashion college rings
that live the life you live

MEN’S TRADITIONAL
SILADIUM fi RING
ONLY 69.95

FIRST SALE
ONLY 69.95
Regularly 79.95. Now you save up to 20%
This is an unusual SALE BONUS: Free genuine gemstone,
opportunity to get your regularly $10.00 Choice of: Smoky Quartz,
contemporary college Garnet, Jasper, Oriental Jade, or Sardonyx.
ring at a never-before
price. Shown here are
just two from the
ArtCarved Fashion
Collection of College
Rings. Created for today’s
lifestyles, the designs
combine a contemporary
feeling with college
traditions. All are
custom-made with the
exquisite attention to
detail and hand-finishing
that make them look
hand-sculptured. They
are cast in one piece so
they cannot come apart.
Available in 10-K yellow
or white gold with a
hoice of stone.

COME
TO
ARTORVED RING DAY
That’s when the ArtCarved representative will be here
to help you select your ring. You can charge your ArtCarved ring
on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

Place: Spartan Bookstore
Time: 9:30-7:00
Date: Nov. 29 -Dec. 2

Regularly 94.50

ARTORVED

RING DAY

That’s when the ArtCarved representative will be here
to help you select your custom-made college jewelry.
It’s also the day you can charge your ArtCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

Factory Representative: John Quincy Adams
Here on Dec. 1 and 2

iripatton
BookAore
San Jose State University

